MEDI
Weather Station and Health Care

Wario Weather is a modern, highly sophisticated compact weather station for analyzing current weather conditions
and forecasts. It is also an ideal device for health care institutions, such as rehabilitation centers or clinics. The measured values allow detection of sudden changes in weather conditions and warn in case of particular expected conditions. Number of sensors enable calculating for example the biometeorological forecast, an indicator of the eﬀects of
the weather on humans.

Using the Wario Weather station has many advantages. The measured values can be viewed using clear graphs up to 10
years back. In addition, the intuitive graphical user interface provides many additional and calculated values such as
short-term forecast, zodiac, Moon phase, Moon rise and set times, Sun rise and Sun set times, day length, name day etc.
All this can be viewed not just on a PC or laptop, but also smartphones, tablets or any other device that has access to the
Internet via an Internet browser.

MAIN ADVANTAGES OF USING THE WEATHER STATION IN HEALTH CARE
accurate measurements of weather conditions for a particular place
possibility to warn against sudden or unexpected changes in weather conditions
calculation of biometeorological forecast
no additional costs or fees associated with operating the station or publishing data on the Internet

The weather station provides you with the possibility to share the measured values either by easily integrating it into
your own already existing webpage, or you can take advantage of the possibility to use many tools for analyzing the
actual and historical data and viewing them directly at www.meteo-pocasi.cz.
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Weather station sensors

Additional weather
station values

Sharing information
in the cloud

Extension sensors
Humidity and temperature

View all data in web browsers on diﬀerent
devices (like PC, mobile, TV ...)

Control of external devices
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